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ABSTRACT
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the intersection where digital media studies meet rhetoric and rhetoric is re-introduced to musicology. In the recent academic excitement surrounding game studies, the music of games has been overshadowed. The author would like to call attention to the significance of game music and to consider a rhetorical method to approaching it that calls upon a rekindling of the history of coupling rhetoric with music. The author builds on this history by suggesting the foundation of a rhetorical framework for understanding the argumentative power of video game songs. He then moves to offer an approach for evaluating the ethos of game music that consists of assessing worlds and how they are carried through, and by, music. While 17th century baroque composers thought music to be fundamentally an issue of affections—and especially played off of emotional binaries such as joy/sadness as a rhetorical approach—the author hope to here revive this lost art of applying rhetoric to music through broadening the discussion beyond the matter of human emotion. This rhetorical approach allows the individual a framework with which to evaluate the ethos of game music as it now appears through numerous mobile operating systems, online environments, and as remediated forms manifesting in/as cultural artifacts. As games become ubiquitous, so do their songs.

INTRODUCTION
The ethos of game music is found in its particular capacity to carry a virtual world. But game songs also carry experiential memories and mythical narratives, subtleties and inspirations, human sparks. The inviting ethos of game music has inspired a remix culture to recreate and reimagine sounds across genres, across realities. This remix culture has developed an ethos of its own: one that welcomes musical boundaries to be crossed and encourages experimentation through the sharing and replaying of retro video game scores. Though there has been a great amount of heated debating surrounding the status of games as art—and thus its music—there seems to be a growing understanding that the affective, self-speaking power of game music will hold an important place in
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a global, musical culture. Yet, we must not be all-praising, and approach video game music with a critical ear and a rhetorical lens to seek for its meanings, interpret its purposes, peek at its origins and assess its value. Music in itself is an immersive, mysterious human activity. When coupled with the immersive nature of games, we must be doubly conscious. I offer in this chapter a few conjectures at how we might think about the credibility of video game music and how we can analyze it rhetorically. The approach I use is partially musical, partly theoretical, and wholly exploratory, as these are new ambiences in which we all wade.

Though much has been said about the significance of games in society, education, and in human expression and argumentative purpose—McGonigal (2011), Gee (2003), and Bogost (2007, 2011) respectively—it may be noted that the aspect of game music has been overshadowed by other concerns within the burgeoning web of scholarship surrounding digital media and game studies. The relationship between music and perception in cultural studies has been raised to a point of pivotal concern—with work that has explored the cultural significance of popular music and music videos by Frith, Goodman, and Grossberg (1993)—such that it no doubt warrants our attention and has warranted much attention. Yet there is room for alternative musics in this discussion, and there is room in the realm of rhetoric for the discussion of music. The music of games, so prevalent, and so fundamentally different in their composition, function, and form, has gone largely unassessed. In her careful work Game Sound, Karen Collins (2008) noted that “removing audio from games… can significantly affect gameplay” (p. 136). I would like to posit a turn to this statement: removing gameplay from the audio may significantly affect our conceptualization of the game. For example, what is it about game music that especially lends itself to remix culture, to fan-made music, to fervent re-imaginations and often, even, re-orchestration? So often, our exposure to video game music is outside of traditional gameplay. This playing-beyond-the-game into the physical world, into the hands of amateur or experimenting musicians and experienced arrangers, is a significant element of game music. Game music inspires not just re-creation, but re-invention. Imagine a pedagogy of music or composition that promoted critical originality over recitation and memorization: improvising outside of recitation and memorization: improvising outside of boundaries, play with malleable rules.

I will begin below with an outline of the work that has attempted to connect rhetoric and music. I hope this will illuminate the difficulties that scholars have faced at this task. It will also serve to dig the academic shoebox out from underneath the bed where it has been kicked in frustration and irritation. Have we abandoned the connection between art and argument, song and meaning, rhetoric and music, not to mention how these connections affect ethos? What can we resurrect, and what should we? My purpose will be, as much as possible, to extract, examine, abstract, and re-situate with a nod to the roots of music and game studies. Of course, these positions are always in flux. I will offer an analogy here, knowing full well it may be trite. Ancient Greek observers noted the presence of strangely moving figures in the night sky. They were unsure about their origin and named these celestial anomalies, in their language, something approximating wandering stars. Yet, with time, not only were the patterns and movements of these planets—wanderers—charted, but the entire galactic system in which they spin and whirl has been observed, and the universe in which our galaxy moves. Yet, we wander still, and so do they. So, too, I play with an early theory of the significance of a collision between rhetoric and music and speculate what it is we might be able to do with it today in the light of game music, because of its peculiarities, idiosyncrasies, and the ever-changing influence of the technology with which we connect to each other and the influence we put on it.